Golfers come in all sizes... and talents!

That’s why True Temper golf shafts come in various patterns and grades.

True Temper introduced “Step-Down”® shafts, and created different patterns to achieve different shaft action.

Shaft flex is also one factor which aids the golfer in propelling and directing the ball... which is why True Temper offers five different flexes... and many different patterns of step configurations.

There’s a lot of difference in people and proper selection of the shaft can make a big difference in your game.

To find out all about the importance of a golf shaft, and what it means to you, get our free golf shaft booklet. Send your name, address and zip code plus 25¢ to cover postage and handling to: “Golf Booklet,” True Temper Corporation, 1623 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115.

Your assurance of quality in a golf shaft. Look for it.

TRUE TEMPER®
An Allegheny Ludlum Industries Company
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The Maturing Of Graphite  

from page 23

manufacturers are helping to solve a lot of the questions of fitting. The importance of fitting is mirrored dramatically in a 1974 survey of graphite users. Hardly a rousing endorsement for the shaft, 60 percent of the users found little difference in performance over steel. Marked improvement was the case in 20 percent of the golfers, while the remainder lost distance. However, variables in surveys can make for misleading conclusions.

The variables-quality of shaft from brand to brand; discrepancies in carbon graphite fiber content, for example. Shaft strength, torque, weight and deflection are other factors. Not to mention the structure of the club that was used. Lofts and headweights will vary, as will the lie and the angle of the face. Was the clubhead especially built to accommodate a graphite shaft, or was it a re-shaft job? So it goes.

A Stanford University Research group projects sales of 24 million golf clubs yearly by 1984, with 25 percent of it in graphite. This indicates acceptance of graphite in pro-line irons as well as woods. It also projects population growth and increased popularity of golf. But rumors are that part of the rosy estimate for graphite is based upon anticipated lower prices for carbon graphite fibers.

Yet, lower prices for fibers are not expected soon, even though within the last three years they’ve come down from astronomical heights to the present $50 per pound level. (It takes about a half-pound of fibers to make one shaft.) Shafts are much lower too since graphite was first marketed. At first, they sold around $85 retail. In the of-market. At first, they sold around each in large quantities, and some low priced carbon graphite fibers higher.) Today’s shaft prices make a sell for a shade less. (Aldila’s graph-
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um.

- graphite/bron graphite fiber is priced slightly higher.) Today’s shaft prices make a pro-line calibre driver a comfortably priced item at $85 retail. In the of-fing, perhaps, by 1980, we may see low priced carbon graphite fibers made of coal tar pitch, or petro-

- Today, top quality carbon graphite yarn is manufactured from acrylic fibers. These fibers are made from polymerized acrylonitrile (or PAN), a liquid organic compound. Union Carbide is developing a method of making graphite fibers from coal tar pitch. The company predicts tar pitch fiber production by mid-1975, with a price of $40 per pound and $25 per pound by 1977. If enormous quantities are produced and sold, Union Carbide foresees substantially lower prices than this by 1980. While the new product will have use in aerospace and other industries, it has not yet been tested in golf club shafts.

At present most shaft makers use the “pre-preg” method. They buy the graphite fibers already impregnated with resin/epoxy in the form of wide tapes, often called “broad goods.” These tapes are about as thick as heavy wrapping paper, and are cut into narrow strips to be wrapped onto a steel mandrel. Each narrow strip, or tape, is wrapped by hand in layers on the mandrel. The wrapping must be tight, with the tape layed down precisely, either parallel or on prescribed angles. (The correct wrap angles are critical, affecting the torque and deflection.) After steps that follow, the mandrel is re-

- While utilizing the pre-preg technique, Graftek has made some changes in its manufacturing process. Dick Van Auker, Exxon’s technical director, has used some acquired knowledge of the aerospace industry to make some significant changes in the development of the Graftek lines. Knowing about in-

- Fianstee’s fully automated system. This method promises a quality shaft for less than 30 percent of present graphite shaft costs. The threads are wound automatically onto the shaft, and, allegedly, variables are eliminated, according to Fianstee’s Bar-

- Barman said, “Our new aut-

- With optimistic price forecasts on graphite fibers, it’s been in development for a long time.

- “The advantage of our new auto-
mation is its consistency. We can produce shaft after shaft, exactly the same. We can program directional winding to control precisely the flex, weight and torque of each run of shafts. We can program the exact de-

- Our new GRW shaft will be priced lower, that’s for certain. But our estimate is based on the present price of graphite fibers. We’re assuming there’ll be no increase. In fact, we’re hoping, along with others in the industry, that the coal tar pitch process will mean the beginning of lower fiber costs.”

- Optimistic price forecasts on graphite fibers have been around awhile. So the shaft makers, in general, are taking a “we’ve heard it all before” attitude as they watch new developments. Some question the efficiency of graphite fibers from the pitch process. They say to gain acceptance, any new pitch fibers will have to be as good as today’s $50 per pound PAN based fibers. If they’re not, the graphite industry has had another false alarm, and will have to try to cut costs in other ways. If the pitch process is successful? . . . Well, why wait until 1980 to add 20 years to your ailing tee shots?
You don't have to suffer with compacted greens anymore.

The new Locke Greensmower is here.

The unique blade-saver reel mounting design is spring loaded to allow foreign objects to pass through the reel without damaging the blades.

Side cutters are powered by a positive chain drive through universal drive shafts that allow flexing 15° in either direction.

Full-floating, counter-balanced cutting units provide for an even cut.

The tractor rolls actually apply less pressure per square inch on the green than an average man.

The specially designed spiral, seven-blade 6 1/4 inch diameter reel is mounted in ball bearings.

Positive drive for traction is provided by roller chains and steel sprockets.

The new Locke Greensmower simply will not crush or compact greens. Rubber rolls have extra large contact area. Normal weight on the castor wheel, while cutting, is only 100 pounds and on each of the cutting units, only 26 pounds. Total weight is only 50% that of a conventional triplex mower.

The Greensmower's three cutting units are each 25 inches wide, with seven blades and a frequency of cut is .2 or 5 cuts per inch of travel. With reels like that you can cut, with precision, from 3/16 to 3/4 inch. The grass catchers are independently mounted and will not affect the cutting height.

Why settle for less than the best possible mowing job on those greens of yours, without compacting them? You can have the legendary Locke cutting accuracy, even on contoured greens with the new Locke Greensmower at up to 40% less than you'd expect to pay.

Write today for all the details: Locke Manufacturing Division, Stellar Industries, Inc., 1085 Connecticut Avenue, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06607, 203 333-3157.
Water hazards on golf courses may be challenging for golfers and aesthetically pleasing — but water needs and algae that infest them have become an increasing problem for golf course superintendents.

Unsightly and smelly water weeds can cost golf courses money — and not only from golfers that are discouraged from playing the course. Water weeds that infest ponds and lakes used for irrigation can clog drainage and irrigation equipment.

There is also the danger of infesting turf with weed varieties transported in irrigation waters, according to Andy Price of Asgrow Florida Co., Plant City, Fla. There are a number of weed varieties that are adaptable to both aquatic and terrestrial environments, Price says.

Weeds in some golf course lakes have become so dense that divers in some parts of the country have refused to retrieve golf balls after isolated cases of diver fatalities when they became entangled in weeds.

Why is the problem of aquatic weeds and algae growing so rapidly in the United States? No one claims to know — there are just some “educated guesses.” One theory offered by Chuck Carroll of Arizona Agri-Chemicals in Phoenix is that, once established, water weeds become increasingly prolific. Others believe aquatic weed growth is spurred by large amounts of fertilizer that is being used and washed into water bodies.

And, finally one authority claims, with all the construction being done that includes man-made bodies of water, more water is being exposed to sunlight. Sunlight hitting water begins the process of photosynthesis where energy from the sun is transferred into aquatic vegetation.

Whatever the source of aquatic weeds and algae, the problem simply stated, is how to control them. Experts who have studied the elimination of noxious aquatic vegetation have concluded chemical control is the most effective and economical method of control. The alternatives are mechanical and biological control. Mechanical “harvesting” of aquatic weeds in not economical in today’s labor market — and disposal of these weeds is usually a problem. Biological controls have not been a realistic solution. Most states ban the importation of “weed-eating” fish and aquatic mammals for fear these will upset nature’s delicate balance.

What must you do to control aquatic weeds with chemicals? The first step is to check into your state’s requirements regarding aquatic treatments with herbicides. Many states now require all applicators be licensed by the state. If this is the case in your state, consult a professional applicator.

In either case, you will then need to identify the types of weeds and algae that infest your lake or pond. A number of chemicals are used for controlling the myriad varieties of aquatic vegetation. Proper weed identification related to chemical selection is the key to effective kill.

Carroll in Arizona gives one
Can all these golf superintendents be wrong...

WEST COAST:
Sahara Nevada CC, Las Vegas
La Costa CC, Carlsbad, Ca.
University Park GC, Santa Barbara, Ca.
El Dorado CC, Palm Springs, Ca.
Indiana Wells CC, Palm Springs, Ca.
La Quinta CC, Palm Springs, Ca.
Thunderbird CC, Palm Springs, Ca.
Desert Inn CC, Las Vegas
Mission Viejo CC, Mission Viejo, Ca.
Marina Del Rey GC, Venice, Ca.

EASTERN AREA:
Camelot CC, Spring Valley, NY.
Dutchess CC, Poughkeepsie, NY.
I B M CC, Poughkeepsie, NY.
Indian Ridge, Andover, Ma.
New Jersey CC, Wayne, NJ.
Pawtucket CC, Pawtucket, RI.
Portsmouth CC, Portsmouth, NH.
Stanwich GC, Greenwich, Ct.
Topsfield CC, Middleton, Ma.
Yale GC, New Haven, Ct.

OTTAWA WHITE TRAP SAND...the people who know sand best!

The above list covers only a few of the many fine private, semi-private, and public golf courses in the golfing capitals of the nation who use Ottawa White Trap Sand. The important thing, however, is to know why they use it. A look at the characteristics of this unusual trap sand will show you the "why", and why you too should consider using it:

1. It's beautiful: the rich white tone adds beauty to any course, makes even the most lush greens and fairways look greener.

2. Excellent drainage: silica sand grains allow percolation... no puddling. Can be played on soon after a hard rain.

3. No packing: silica sand contains no clays or other minerals to cause crusting. Cuts maintenance costs—doesn't have to be raked after every rain.

4. Wind resistant.

5. Great for top dressing greens, tees and fairway bunkers, and as seedbed mixture.

6. Adds glamor: developers find it helps sell overall concept of golf course, homes and memberships.

Write or phone for more information

OTTAWA SILICA COMPANY
Box 577GD, Ottawa, Illinois 61350
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example of chemical compounds he recommends for the control of chara. Hydrothol-47 (a form of salt of endothall), mixed with a form of copper sulfate or chelated copper has given him the best results. This is due to the synergistic effect the chemicals have on one another, he said. Copper is effective against floating algae. Endothall formulations are most effective on general rooted aquatic weeds — particularly the hard-to-kill maturely rooted weeds. Coppres alone have not proven effective on the mature rooted weeds, he said.

Endothall, the primary active ingredient in Pennwalt's line of aquatic herbicides, is absorbed into the plant leaves and stems. The chemical disrupts the plant's vascular system which causes the plant to disintegrate and settle to the bottom of the lake.

After the proper chemical has been selected, the size of the body of water to be treated must be measured (depth and surface for total area). From the label, calculate the amount of chemical to use for the most effective kill. Keep in mind, when determining the amount of chemical to use, that the water pH (degree of acidity or alkalinity) may influence how complete the water weed kill will be. The higher the water's pH, the more chemical needed.

Read the label. Make sure the chemical you select is approved by the Environmental Protection Agency for use in your state — and for the body of water you plan to treat. Read carefully any warnings the label may contain. There is a danger of burning or other injuries.

Selection of the appropriate method of application is the next step in treating aquatic weeds. In smaller ponds, the usual method of application is with a power spray from the shoreline. However, this is not the most desirable method. Power spray equipment generally cannot reach the center of the pond where depth is usually the greatest and penetration most difficult.

In larger ponds and lakes, the most desirable method of application is by boat. The agitation provided by power motors helps provide thorough mixing. Many courses have small aluminum boats kept just for that purpose. Small hoses trailing behind the boat beneath the water surface are a good method for applying liquid aquatic herbicides.

In areas where canals and other moving waters are a part of the landscape, aerial application is often used. Price, of Asgrow Florida, says that aerial application in canals and larger bodies of water is becoming an increasingly popular method of application in his area.

Many golf course maintenance men are specialists in turf care. But, as Price notes, the difference between treating turf and aquatic bodies of water is like day and night. One critical difference he singles out is turf herbicides usually percolate through sand and soil. Percolation usually nullifies any potential effect the chemical may have on the rest of the environment. However, when treating water, especially moving water, chemicals applied in a local stream or canal may very likely wind up in someone's tomato field.

Because of the wide-ranging effect aquatic herbicides can have on the environment, many golf course superintendents are turning to the professional applicator. Contracting the services of a professional frequently has economic advantages. Superintendents have found it is not profitable to invest in the equipment necessary to apply aquatic herbicides when the equipment often sits idle for months at a time. Most professional applicators will guarantee weed kill on a single price quote. This saves the golf course financial risk, if for whatever reason, the first application is not effective. Notwithstanding who applies the chemical, superintendents often have concerns about introducing chemicals into their water supply.

For example:

- How soon after the chemical is applied can the water be used for irrigation of turf? This answer lies in the selection of chemical. “With Pennwalt’s endothall products,” Carroll said, “the water can be used immediately after application for watering turf with no damage, when the chemical is applied according to label directions. However, it is advisable to let the water stand for 24 hours after application for the most effective weed kill.”

- Will aquatic herbicides kill fish? Again, this depends upon the chemicals selected to do the job. Some chemicals, when used according to label directions, will not harm fish. Tolerances can be found on the label. But, in larger bodies of water, if it is necessary to use a chemical that might kill fish, this problem can be minimized by treating the lake in sections. The fish can then move to the untreated parts of the lake. Damage to fish may also depend on the species of fish; some are more susceptible than others. When in doubt, consult your local state fish and game agency.

Even after you have eliminated aquatic weeds from your pond or lake, your attention to this problem does not stop there. Most aquatic herbicides registered have no sterilizing effect on the soil. Weeds frequently begin to regrow soon after the chemical dissipates.

“Golf courses with ‘enlightened’ management often subscribe to a continuing maintenance program for controlling aquatic weeds and algae,” Price said. “These courses have recognized that it is more economical to control aquatic weeds on a regularly scheduled program.” This is because when the weeds are young it takes far less chemical to clear the pond than when they have been allowed to grow for a long period of time, he said. If they wait until the weed situation is intolerable, it takes large amounts of chemicals — or even two applications — to eliminate them.

How frequently should chemicals be applied in a comprehensive maintenance program? “Up until about two years ago, some ponds could be controlled with chemical applications spaced up to a year apart,” Carroll said. “However, recently, the aquatic weed problem in the Arizona area has multiplied greatly and maintenance is needed anywhere from two weeks to three months.”

The factors that will influence the frequency of application in a good maintenance program include: depth of the water (how much light is available for photosynthesis), water pH, how prolific is the variety of the weed and whether the water is stagnant or running.
BRINGS
THE
SWEETSPOT
BACK
TO THE CENTER

The sweet spot is always in the center of COOT's clubhead. A technological achievement accomplished by computer design. Unlike other club manufacturers, the entire COOT line of clubs are precisely and uniformly identical due to their highly skilled approach to design, engineering and manufacturing. There is no chance to "misplace" the sweet spot. Another special feature by COOT: two-thirds of the clubhead weight is below the center of the head. This means an ideal weight distribution for greater ball control, with significantly less hook or slice when heel or toe hitting.

You can order COOT irons in two flexes—medium and stiff—for individual taste and skill the line also offers standard and oversized lengths. An outstanding feature of COOT clubs is the use of True Temper Dynamic Steel shafts with superior quality rubber grips.

Because of their exclusive, patented manufacturing process, COOT woods are also exceptional in their design and playability. Made of the finest laminated materials, COOT woods afford more carry with increased accuracy. They are available in sets of four: driver, #3, #4, and #5 woods—in various lengths, flexes and swing weights. Of special interest are the top-of-the-line investment casted stainless steel putters. First there is the traditional blade, then the mallet, and the third is a perfect combination of both. These putters utilize the "120 Silver Ball Sole" which greatly reduces clubhead drag through the putting stroke.

What you want is a club whose performance won't vary, a club you can count on, a club that allows you to play your best. And that's COOT—The golf club that gets back to basics.

Look for COOT at the PGA Merchandise Show in the Contemporary North Building. Representatives' inquiries invited.

US PRECISION, INC.
931 SOUTH DOUGLAS ST.
EL SEGUNDO, CALIF. 90245
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DOWNTOWN PRO SHOP (from page 30)

tion. In view of the lagging economic picture in the nation, Powell remains optimistic that the market will remain stable. "Even if there is a down period in the economy, I think golf and recreation won't be affected. Leisure time activities seem like the last thing that people will give up," Powell said. Although the game itself might not suffer, Powell would not offer any prediction on where his own business might end up with a money crunch upon us.

Treatting people well is the key to the Powell operation. Hoping to lure the right customers into his shop, the 39-year-old businessman has established a store that doesn't try to be all things to all people.

Product availability is one of the industry's biggest headaches. But, Powell keeps well stocked to avoid catalog orders whenever possible.

According to Powell, product knowledge is essential. He works hard to keep abreast of new merchandise and its worth. "The worst thing that can happen to a pro is for someone to come into the shop and ask about a product and get a blank stare," the PGA pro commented.

Knowing the trade and forgetting marketing tricks are two bywords of Powell's shop. In three short years, Pro-Line has increased its profit from five to seven percent a year, proving that a little knowledge can pay off at the cash register.

Getting away from "word of mouth" advertising, Powell uses ads in the area's largest newspapers and cultivates customers with sale merchandise at various times of the year.

Being a golf pro is a very important thing in the life of Jim Powell, who is also head professional at Via Verde Country Club in nearby San Dimas. Although Powell's love of the game is great, he still sees his downtown shop as a key to his financial future.

"It's really sad to see some pros work at one club for 30 or 40 years and when they retire, walk away with nothing. If you stay at a club that long your future is really limited. Investing in this business has answered a lot of the money questions for me," Powell said.

Even before Powell sold his first set of clubs downtown, a plan was needed for the venture. There are several areas that Powell looked into before starting his charge into the downtown dollar fight:

1. A large amount of capital is essential. A store of this type can't open up on a shoelace. A full stock of merchandise must be on the shelves the day the doors open.

2. Experienced personnel is a must. An employer must hire people that know golf and are willing to find out more about the business side of it.

3. Establishing an area mailing list of prospective customers is important. Even though the shop is downtown the same atmosphere of a club can be accomplished. Make the customer feel like he is a "member" of the store.

4. Location is critical. Establishing a business on a main traffic artery is important, although a spot in a major shopping complex would also be preferable.

5. Vow to give service before and after the sale. This point is essential in the downtown venture.

Looking at the future, Powell sees the day soon when club pros may turn into mere clerks, no longer in charge of pro shops, carts and bag storage. Obviously, with the profits to be made by the wise pro, club management might be inclined to take over the pro shop and its related interests, turning the pro into a salaried employee.

For this reason, Powell is channeling a lot of his efforts into his downtown store, although he still is cost conscious in his responsibilities at Via Verde.

Since Powell purchases for both operations, his added buying power cuts costs at both locations. In fact, he often buys needed merchandise for Via Verde from his downtown store.

An additional advantage to the arrangement, is that Powell really has two market places to sell in. "There have been times when I've had items sell at the club and not the store and vice versa," Powell related.

Watching his buying closely, Powell realizes that mistakes will be made, but knows that staying with the pro lines keep his business relatively stable.

Although not discouraged, golf pros in general, have not accepted the Powell type of enterprise. Some of the thinking stems from the adage that a pro should keep his business where it is supposed to be, at the club. Many pros look down on compatriots moving to the business districts. Powell insists that this wasn't true in his case and the proof lies in the fact that the Southern California section of the PGA voted him to its Board of Directors.

There has been very little backlash from the pros in the surrounding Orange County area, although Powell did comment that the retail community was somewhat surprised to see his move to the city.

A more competitive retail market might force the pro into the city more. The benefits are obvious. Not only will his appearance in the business district enhance his financial picture, but a store downtown might get more people interested in the game.

Seeing the day soon when the pro might forfeit his shop, cart and bag storage concessions, Powell views the downtown shop as the savior for the merchandising pro.
Add ® NEMACUR to the growing line of high-performance Chemagro pesticides that help keep your turf in top playing condition.

NEMACUR 15% Granular is a fast-acting nematicide that provides months of residual control of all major turf nematodes. Requires no injection—apply with a granular applicator and water in.

®DYRENE fungicide. DYRENE controls dollar spot, plus all Helminthosporium diseases—melting out, leaf blight, leaf spot. Also controls copper spot, stem rust, brown patch and snow mold. Its small cost offsets the big cost of repairing after disease gets started.

®DEXON fungicide. Stops Pythium. This non-mercurial fungicide is also extremely effective in preventive programs to control cottony blight. It's compatible with other turf pesticides.

®DASANIT nematicide/insecticide. Broadcast DASANIT 15% Granular for control of microscopic "eel-worm" nematodes that destroy turf root systems, cause grass seedlings to wither and die. Requires no injection that makes turf unplayable for weeks during spring and summer. Easily applied with any conventional granular insecticide applicator. Thorough watering leaches insecticide into root zone for maximum control.

®DYLOX insecticide. The fast-acting selective insecticide gives quick clean-up of sod webworms. Dissolves readily in water for application with any type of spray equipment.

®BAYGON insecticide. A carbamate insecticide that controls turf insects, including many species resistant to chlorinated hydrocarbon and organophosphate insecticides. Safe to Bermuda, zoysia, rye, clover, colonial bentgrass and other common varieties when used as directed.

For great turf that gives your golfers great shooting, order these Chemagro turf pesticides from your chemical distributor.

Chemagro Agricultural Division, Mobay Chemical Corporation, Box 4913, Kansas City, Missouri 64120.

RESPONSEability to you and nature

GROWING LINE FOR FINE TURF
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Cushman makes a good golf car.

A good golf car offers you performance you can count on. Always. Award-winning styling. And comfort that won’t wear out. Plus a whole lot more. Like an automatic seat brake and premium suspension.

Lead coated body panels that resist rust and corrosion. Automotive-type steering. And an electrical system so good, no one has ever duplicated it.

These are pluses you can count on with Cushman. At no extra cost. But there’s still another reason for you to buy Cushman...

Cushman. Proven Performance.

For your free Cushman Golf Cars brochure write: